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Abstract
Second- and higher-order statistics of data points have

played an important role in advancing the state of the art on
several computer vision problems such as the fine-grained
image and scene recognition. However, these statistics need
to be passed via an appropriate pooling scheme to obtain
the best performance. Power Normalizations are non-linear
activation units which enjoy probability-inspired deriva-
tions and can be applied in CNNs. In this paper, we pro-
pose a similarity learning network leveraging second-order
information and Power Normalizations. To this end, we pro-
pose several formulations capturing second-order statistics
and derive a sigmoid-like Power Normalizing function to
demonstrate its interpretability. Our model is trained end-
to-end to learn the similarity between the support set and
query images for the problem of one- and few-shot learn-
ing. The evaluations on Omniglot, miniImagenet and Open
MIC datasets demonstrate that this network obtains state-
of-the-art results on several few-shot learning protocols.

1. Introduction
CNNs have improved the classification results on nu-

merous tasks such as the object category recognition, scene
classification and fine-grained image recognition. However,
they rely on a large number of labeled images for training
and the training procedure itself is a time consuming task.

In contrast, people’s ability to learn and recognize new
objects and even complex visual concepts from very few
samples highlights the superiority of biological vision over
artificial CNNs. Inspired by the human ability of learning in
the few-samples regime, researchers have turned their atten-
tion to the so-called problem of few-shot learning for which
networks are trained by the use of only few training sam-
ples. Recently, simple relation-learning deep networks have
been proposed [36, 33, 34, 31] which can be viewed as a
form of metric learning [38, 21, 11] adapted to the few-shot
learning scenario. We take a similar view on the one- and
few-shot learning problem, however, we will focus on cap-
turing robust statistics for the purpose of similarity learning.
∗This work is accepted by WACV’19. Our draft predates ACCV’18 &

AAAI’19 submission dates. We will soon add a third prot. on Open MIC.

Second-order statistics of data features have played a
pivotal role in advancing the state of the art on several prob-
lems in computer vision, including object recognition, tex-
ture categorization, action representation, and human track-
ing, to name a few of applications [35, 26, 37, 10, 5, 17, 18].
For example, in the popular region covariance descrip-
tors [35], a covariance matrix, which is computed over
multi-modal features from image regions, is used as an ob-
ject representation for recognition and tracking, and has
been extended to several other applications [35, 26, 37, 10].
Recently, second-order representations have been extended
to CNNs for end-to-end learning and they obtained state-
of-art results on action recognition, texture classification,
scene and fine-grained recognition tasks [14, 15, 20].

In this paper, we design a similarity learning network
by leveraging second-order statistics and Power Normaliza-
tion. In contrast to the large-scale object recognition, one-
and few-shot learning problems warrant an investigation
into these representations to determine the best performing
architecture. As second-order statistics require appropriate
pooling for such a new task, we also investigate pooling via
Power Normalizations. It is known that such operators act
as detectors of visual words and thus they discard nuisance
variability related to the frequency of certain visual words
varying from image to image of the same class [20]. We
speculate that, as we capture relationships between multi-
ple images in a so-called episode to learn similarity between
images, such nuisance variability would be multiplicative in
its nature in the number of images per episode. Power Nor-
malizations can limit such a harmful effect.

For contributions, we (i) investigate how to build second-
order representations from feature maps of the last fully-
convolutional layer of CNN to devise relationship descrip-
tors, (ii) we propose to permute second-order matrices to
capture local correlations, (iii) we derive an interpretable
non-linearity for pooling (our Appendix) from the Power
Normalization family [20], (iv) we propose a new one-shot
learn. protocol for the challenging Open MIC dataset [16].

We are the first to embed second-order statistics and
Power Normalization into one- and few-shot learning. The
relationship descriptors passed via such a non-linearity are
then passed to a so-called similarity learning network.



2. Related Work

In what follows, we describe popular zero-, one- and
few-shot learning algorithms followed by a short discussion
on second-order statistics and Power Normalization.

2.1. Learning From Few Samples

For deep learning algorithms, the ability of “learning
quickly from only a few examples is definitely the desired
characteristic to emulate in any brain-like system” [27].
This desired operating principle poses a challenge to typi-
cal CNN-based big data approaches [30] designed for large
scale visual category learning. Current trends in computer
vision highlight the need for “an ability of a system to rec-
ognize and apply knowledge and skills learned in previous
tasks to novel tasks or new domains, which share some com-
monality”. This problem was introduced in 1901 under a
notion of “transfer of particle” [39] and is closely related to
zero-shot learning [23, 6, 1] which can be defined as an abil-
ity to generalize to unseen class categories from categories
seen during training. For one- and few-shot learning, some
“transfer of particle” is also a desired mechanism as gener-
alizing from one or few datapoints to account for intra-class
variability of thousands images is a formidable task.
One- and Few-shot Learning has been studied widely in
computer vision in both shallow [25, 24, 8, 2, 7, 22] and
deep learning scenarios [13, 36, 33, 9, 33, 34].

Early works [7, 22] propose one-shot learning methods
motivated by the observation that humans can learn new
concepts from very few samples. These two papers employ
a generative model with an iterative inference for transfer.

Siamese Network [13] presents a two-streams convolu-
tional neural network approach which generates image de-
scriptors and learns the similarity between them. Match-
ing Network [36] introduces the concept of support set and
L-way Z-shot learning protocols. It captures the similar-
ity between one testing and several support images, thus
casting the one-shot learning problem as set-to-set learn-
ing. Such a network work with unobserved classes with-
out any modifications. Prototypical Networks [33] learns a
model that computes distances between a datapoint and pro-
totype representations of each class. Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) [9] is trained on a variety of different
learning tasks. Lastly, Relation Net [34] is an effective end-
to-end network for learning the relationship between testing
and support images. Conceptually, this model is similar to
Matching Network [36]. However, Relation Net leverages
an additional deep neural network to learn similarity on top
of the image descriptor generating network. Then, the sim-
ilarity network generates so-called relation scores.

Our work is somewhat similar to Relation Net [34] in
that we use the feature encoding and the similarity net-
works. However, approach [34] uses first-order represen-

tations for similarity learning. In contrast, we investigate
second-order representations to capture co-occurrences of
features. To this end, we also look at Power Normalizing
functions which role is to aggregate feat. vectors robustly.
Zero-shot Learning can be implemented within the simi-
larity learning frameworks which follow [13, 36, 33, 34].
Methods such as Attribute Label Embedding (ALE), [1]
Embarrassingly Simple Zero-Shot Learning (ESZSL) [28],
Zero-shot Kernel Learning (ZSKL) [42] learn a compati-
bility function between the feature and attribute vectors.
Feature Generating Networks [40] use GANs to generate
additional training feature vectors for unobserved classes.
Method [41] uses a model selection to distinguish seen and
unseen classes, and apply separate classifiers for each.

2.2. Second-order Statistics/Power Normalization

Below we discuss several shallow and CNN-based meth-
ods which use second-order statistics followed by details on
so-called pooling and Power Normalization functions.
Second-order statistics have been used for texture recog-
nition [35, 29] by so-called Region Covariance Descriptors
(RCD) and further applied to tracking [26], semantic seg-
mentation [5] and object category recognition [17, 18].

Co-occurrence patterns can also be used in CNN setting.
A recent approach [32] extracts feature vectors at two sepa-
rate locations in feature maps and performs an outer product
to form a CNN co-occurrence layer. Higher-order statistics
have also been used for action classification from the body
skeleton sequences [14] and for domain adaptation [15].

In contrast, we perform end-to-end training for one- and
few-shot learning. We devise a relation descriptor that cap-
tures several support and query images before being passed
to the similarity learning network extracting relationship.
Power Normalizations. Second-order statistics have to
deal with the so-called burstiness which is “the property
that a given visual element appears more times in an im-
age than a statistically independent model would predict”
[12]. Power Normalization [19, 17] is known to suppress
this burstiness and has been extensively studied and evalu-
ated in the context of Bag-of-Words [19, 17, 18, 20].

A theoretical relation between Average and Max-pooling
was studied in [3]. An analysis of pooling was conducted
in [4] under assumptions on distributions from which fea-
tures are drawn. Later, a survey [19] showed that so-called
MaxExp feature pooling in [4] can be interpreted as a de-
tector of “at least one particular visual word being present
in an image”. According to papers [19, 20], many Power
Normalization functions are closely related.

Our approach leverages Power Normalization functions
for second-order statistics. As a theoretical contribution, we
present an extended derivation of pooling which operates on
auto-correlation matrices that typically contain positive and
negative evidence of feature co-occurrences.



3. Background
Below we detail our notations, explain how to compute

second-order statistics and Power Normalization functions.

3.1. Notations

Let x ∈ Rd be a d-dimensional feature vector. IN stands
for the index set {1, 2, ..., N}. Then we use X = ↑⊗r x
to denote the r-mode super-symmetric rank-one tensor X
generated by the r-th order outer-product of x, where the
element of X ∈Sd

×r at the (i1, i2, ..., ir)-th index is given
by Πr

j=1xij . We also define 1 = [1, ..., 1]T . Operators ;1,
;2 and ;3 denote concatenation along the first, second and
third mode, respectively. Operator (:) denotes vectorisation
of a matrix or tensor. Typically, capitalised boldface sym-
bols such asΦ denote matrices, lowercase boldface symbols
such as φ denote vectors and regular case such as Φij , φi, n
or Z denote scalars, e.g. Φij is the (i, j)-th coefficient of Φ.

3.2. Second- and High-order Tensors

Below we show that second- or higher-order tensors
emerge from a linearization of sum of Polynomial kernels.

Proposition 1. Let ΦA ≡ {φn}n∈NA , ΦB ≡ {φ∗n}n∈NB
be datapoints from two images ΠA and ΠB , and N = |NA|
andN∗= |NB | be the numbers of data vectors e.g., obtained
from the last convolutional feat. map of CNN for imagesΠA

and ΠB . Tensor feature maps result from a linearization of
the sum of Polynomial kernels of degree r:

K(ΦA,ΦB)=〈Ψ(ΦA),Ψ(ΦB)〉= (1)
1

NN∗
∑
n∈NA

∑
n′∈NB
〈φn,φ∗n′〉r where Ψ(Φ)=

1

N

∑
n∈N
↑⊗r φn.

Proof. See [17, 18] for a derivation of this expansion.

Remark 1. In what follows, we will use second-order ma-
trices obtained from the above expansion for r = 2 built
from datapoints φ and φ∗ which are partially shifted by
their means µ and µ∗ so that φ :=φ−βµ, φ∗ :=φ∗−βµ∗,
and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 to account for so-called negative visual
words which are the evidence of lack of a given visual stim-
ulus in an image [20]. We introduce a pooling operator
G(X) = X which will be replaced by various Power Nor-
malization functions. This yields a (kernel) feature map3:

Ψ ({φn}n∈N ) = G
( 1

N

∑
n∈N

φnφ
T
n

)
= G

( 1

N
ΦΦT

)
. (2)

3.3. Power Normalization Family

Max-pooling [3] was derived by drawing features from
the Bernoulli distribution under the i.i.d. assumption [4]

3Note that (kernel) feature maps are not conv. CNN maps.

which leads to so-called Theoretical Expectation of Max-
pooling (MaxExp) operator [19] extended to work with non-
negative feature co-occurrences [20] as detailed below.

Proposition 2. Assume two event vectors φ,φ′∈ {0, 1}N
which store the N trials each, performed according to the
Bernoulli distribution under i.i.d. assumption, for which
the probability p of an event (φn∩φ′n = 1) denotes a co-
occurrence and 1−p, for (φn∩φ′n=0), denotes the lack of
it, and p is estimated as an expected value p=avgn φnφ

′
n.

Then the probability of at least one co-occurrence event
(φn∩φ′n=1) in φn and φ′n simultaneously in N trials be-
comes ψ=1−(1−p)N .

Proof. See [20] for a detailed proof.

Remark 2. A practical variant of this pooling method [20]
is given by ψkk′=1−(1−avgn φknφk′n)η , where 0<η≈N
is an adjustable parameter, φkn and φk′n are k-th and k′-th
features of an n-th feature vector 0≤φ≤1 e.g., as defined
in Prop. 1, which is normalized to range 0–1.

Remark 3. It was shown in [20] that Power Normalization
(Gamma) given by ψkk′ = (avgn φknφk′n)

γ , for 0<γ ≤ 1
being a parameter, is in fact an approximation of MaxExp.
In matrix form, if M = 1

NΦΦ
T, matrix 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 1 con-

tains datapoints φ1, ...,φN as column vectors, then Ψ =
G(M , γ)=Mγ (element-wise rising to the power of γ).

Remark 4. It was shown in [20] that AsinhE function is an
extension of Gamma which acts on φ∈R rather than φ≥0.
It is defined as the Arcsin hyperbolic function:

Ψ=G(M , η)= arcsinh(γ′M)=log(γ′M +

√
1 + γ′2M2),

(3)

where M = 1
NΦΦ

T, Φ contains datapoints φ1, ...,φN as
column vectors, param. γ′ corresponds to γ in Remark 3.

Remark 5. It was also shown in [20] that the MaxExp op-
erator can be extended to act on φ∈R rather than φ≥0 by
the use of Logistic a.k.a. Sigmoid (SigmE) functions:

Ψ=G(M , η′)=
2

1+e−η′M
−1 and

2

1+e
−η′M

Tr(M)+λ

−1, (4)

whereM is def. as in Remark 4, parameter η′ corresponds
to η in Remark 2, λ≈ 1e−6 is a small regularization con-
stant and Tr(M) prevents input values from exceeding one.

In Section A, we show that the SigmE operator indeed
is a close approximation of our extended MaxExp (±) pool-
ing, which we derive in Section A. It acts on φ ∈ R rather
than φ≥0 as our model in Remark 1 may contain negative
co-occurrences. In our experiments, we use AsinhE/SigmE
rather than Gamma/MaxExp for the above reason.
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Figure 1: Our second-order similarity network. In Figure 1a, the outer-product is applied on the convolutional features to obtain the
second-order feature matrix, which is followed by a Power Normalization layer. Then the normalized second-order feature matrix is fed
into the similarity network to learn the relation between support and query images. In Figure 1b, we show that we can use permutations of
second-order matrix so that local filters (red dashed square in Figure 1c) of similarity network can capture various correlations.

4. Approach
We start by describing the components of network fol-

lowed by our relationship descriptor/operator which role is
to capture co-occurrences in image representations. Next,
we propose a permutation-based representation for second-
order matrices. In Appendix, we derive MaxExp (±) pool-
ing which is closely approximated by SigmE pooling and
offers an interpretation for such operators.

4.1. Network

Inspired by the end-to-end relationship-learning network
[34], our Second-order Similarity Network (SoSN), shown
in Figure 1, consists of two major parts which are (i) feature
encoding network and (ii) similarity network. The role of
the feature encoding network is to generate convolutional
feature vectors which are then used as image descriptors.
The role of the similarity network is to learn the relation
and compare so-called support and query image embed-
dings. Our work is different to the Relation Net [34] in that
we apply and study several variants of second-order rep-
resentations built from image descriptors followed by two
variants of Power Normalizing functions. For instance, we
construct the support and query second-order feature matri-
ces followed by a non-linear Power Normalization unit. In
SoSN, the feature encoding network remains the same as
Relation Net [34], however, the similarity network learns to
compare from second- rather than the first-order statistics.
The architecture of our network is given in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 2: The network architecture used in our SoSN model.

Let us define the feature encoding network as an oper-
ator f : (RW×H ;R|F |) � RK×N , where W and H denote
the width and height of an input image, K is the length of
feature vectors (number of filters), N = NW ·NH is the
total number of spatial locations in the last convolutional
feature map. For simplicity, we denote an image descriptor
byΦ∈RK×N , whereΦ=f(X;F) for an image X∈RW×H

and F are the parameters-to-learn of the encoding network.
The similarity network, which role is to compare two

datapoints encoded as some K ′ dim. vectorized second-
order representations, is denoted by s : (RK

′
;R|S|) � R.

Typically, we write s(ψ;S), where ψ ∈RK
′
and S are the

parameters-to-learn of the similarity network.
Moreover, we define a descriptor/operator ϑ :

(
{

RK×N
}Z

,RK×N )�K ′which encodes some relationship
between the descriptors built from the Z-shot support im-
ages and a query image. This relationship is encoded via
computing second-order statistics of descriptors, perform-
ing some Power Normalizing function, applying e.g. con-
catenation, inner-product operation, subtraction, etc.; all of
these operations combined together can capture some form
of relationship between features of images.

For the L-way 1-shot problem, we assume one support
image X with its image descriptor Φ and one query im-
age X∗ with its image descriptor Φ∗. In general, we use
‘∗’ to indicate query-related variables. Moreover, each of
the above descriptors belong to one of L classes in the sub-
set {c1, ..., cL} ⊂ IC that forms so-called L-way learning
problem and the class subset {c1, ..., cL} is chosen at ran-
dom from IC≡{1, ..., C}. Then, the L-way 1-shot learning
step can be defined as learning similarity:

SI(Φ,Φ∗;S) = s (ϑ(Φ,Φ∗) ;S) , (5)

where S denotes network parameters that have to be learnt.
For the L-way Z-shot problem, we assume someW sup-

port images {Xn}n∈W from some set W and their corre-



sponding image descriptors {Φn}n∈W which can be con-
sidered as a Z-shot descriptor if stacked along the third
mode. Moreover, we assume one query image X∗ with
its image descriptor Φ∗. Again, both the Z-shot and the
query descriptors belong to one of L classes in the subset
C‡≡{c1, ..., cL}⊂IC ≡C. Then, the L-way Z-shot learn-
ing step can be defined as learning similarity:

SI({Φn}n∈W ,Φ∗;S) = s (ϑ({Φn}n∈W ,Φ∗) ,S) . (6)

Following approach [34], we use the Mean Square Error
(MSE) for the objective of our end-to-end SoSN method:

argmin
F ,S

∑
c∈C‡

∑
c′∈C‡

(
SI
(
{Φn}n∈Wc

,Φ∗q∈Q:`(q)=c′ ,S
)
− δ(c−c′)

)2
,

s.t. Φn=f(Xn;F) and Φ∗q=f(X
∗
q;F). (7)

In the above eq.,Wc is a randomly chosen set of W support
image descriptors of class c ∈ C‡, Q is a randomly chosen
set of L query image descriptors so that its consecutive ele-
ments belong to the consecutive classes in C‡≡{c1, ..., cL}.
Lastly, `(q) corresponds to the label of q∈Q.

4.2. Relationship Descriptor/Operator ϑ

Below we offer some choices for the operator ϑ which
role is to capture/summarize the information held in the sup-
port/query image representations. Such a summary is then
passed to the similarity network s for learning comparison.

Table 1 details variants of the relationship operator ψ =
ϑ({Φn}n∈W ,Φ∗). Operator (⊗+F) concatenates the sup-
port and query feature vectors prior to the outer-product.
Operator (⊗+R) performs the outer-product on the support
and query feature vectors separately prior to concatenation.
Operator (⊗) first averages over Z support images (conv.
feat. maps) per class followed by the outer-product on the
mean support and query vectors and concatenation. Oper-
ator G(M) performs Power Normalization such as AsinhE
or SigmE pooling explained earlier. Lastly, 0≤ α≤ 1 bal-
ances the contributions of various statistics we concatenate.

4.3. Multiple co-occurrence matrices

As our similarity learning network takes as input co-
occurrence matrices stacked along the third-mode, the CNN
filters can model only local relations. While there exist spa-
tially local correlations in images (and their feature maps),
correlations in matrices are not localized. Thus, some loss
of performance is expected. To overcome this, we propose
to generate a few of permutations of a second-order matrix
that are passed to similarity learning streams. Figure 1b
shows this operation. Thus, the CNN filters of each stream
can capture and compare different co-occurrence patterns as

shown in Figure 1c. Thus, we re-define Eq. 5 as follows:

SI(Φ,Φ∗; {Π}p∈IP , {S}p∈IP ) = (11)

s

([
ΠT
pϑq(Φ,Φ

∗)Πp

]
;3,
p∈IP
q∈IQ

; {S}p∈IP
)
,

where {Π}p∈IP and {S}p∈IP are sets of P permutation
matrices (ΠT

pΠp=I,Πp∈{0, 1}K×K , ∀p∈IP , andΠp 6=
Πq if p 6=q) and sim. net. filters. We assume for simplicity
that s(Ψ , {S}p∈IP ) operates on Ψ ∈RK×K×Q×P rather than
a vector of size K ′=K2QP , ϑq are slices of ϑ∈RK×K×Q

(not vect.) and [·];3 is concat. in third mode over matrices.

5. Experiments
Below we demonstrate usefulness of our proposed rela-

tionship descriptors. Our network is evaluated on the Om-
niglot [22] and miniImagenet [36] datasets, as well as a re-
cently proposed Open MIC dataset [16], in the one- and
few-shot learning scenario. We use images augmented by
random rotations of 90, 180 and 270 degrees. We train with
Adam solver. The network architecture of our SoSN model
is shown in Figure 2. The results are compared against sev-
eral state-of-the-art methods for one- and few-shot learning.

5.1. Datasets

Below, we describe our setup, datasets and evaluations.
Omniglot [22] consists of 1623 characters (classes) from
50 alphabets. Samples in each class are drawn by 20 differ-
ent people. The dataset is split into 1200 classes for training
and 423 classes for testing. All images are resized to 28×28.
miniImagenet [36] consists of 60000 RGB images from
100 classes. We follow the standard protocol [36] and use
64 classes for training, 16 classes for validation and remain-
ing 20 classes for testing, and use images of size 84×84.
We also investigate larger sizes, e.g. 224×224, as our SoSN
model can use richer spatial information from larger images
to obtain high-rank auto-correlation matrices without a need
to modify the similarity network to larger feature maps.
Open MIC stands for the Open Museum Identification
Challenge (Open MIC) [16], a recently proposed dataset
with photos of various exhibits, e.g. paintings, timepieces,
sculptures, glassware, relics, science exhibits, natural his-
tory pieces, ceramics, pottery, tools and indigenous crafts,
captured from 10 museum exhibition spaces according to
which this dataset is divided into 10 subproblems. In total,
it has 866 diverse classes and 1–20 images per class. The
within-class images undergo various geometric and pho-
tometric distortions as the data was captured with wear-
able cameras. This makes Open MIC a perfect candi-
date for testing one-shot learning algorithms. We combine
(shn+hon+clv), (clk+gls+scl), (sci+nat) and (shx+rlc) into
subproblems p1,..., p4. We form 12 possible pairs in which
subproblem x is used for training and y for testing (x→y).



Operator Auto-correlation Full (⊗+F) Auto-corr., rank. diff., concat. (⊗+R) Auto-corr., aver. shots Φ̄, concat. (⊗)

ψ=ϑ(...)

[
G
(

1

N
¯̄Φ ¯̄ΦT

)]
(:)

where (8)

¯̄Φ=
[

[Φ1;1Φ
∗] ;2 ...;2 [ΦW ;1Φ

∗]
]

[
G
(

1

NZ
ΦΦT

)
;3 G

(
1

N
Φ∗Φ∗T

)]
(:)

(9)
[
G
(

1

N
Φ̄Φ̄T

)
;3 G

(
1

N
Φ∗Φ∗T

)]
(:)

(10)

where Φ̄=
1

W

∑
n∈W

Φn, N =WH

Table 1: List of the relationship descriptors/operators ϑ we propose and evaluate in our paper.

5.2. Experimental setup

For the Omniglot dataset, follow the setup in [34] for
which 5-way 1-shot, 5-way 5-shot, 20-way 1-shot and 20-
way 5-shot problems contain 1 support and 19 query, 5 sup-
port and 10 query, 1 support and 10 query, and 1 support
and 5 query images, respectively. We sample 1 and 5 query
images per class for 5-way 1-shot and 5-shot setup, and 1
and 2 query images p/c for 20-way 1-shot and 5-shot setup.

For miniImagenet, we use standard 5-way 1-shot and 5-
way 5-shot protocols. For every training/testing episode, we
randomly select 5/3 query samples per class. We average
over 600 episodes to obtain results. We use the initial learn-
ing rate 1e−3 and train the model with 200000 episodes.

For Open MIC, we mean-centered images per subprob-
lem and resized image patches (3 per image given) to 84×84.
As some classes have less than 5 images, we use the 5-
way 1-shot learning protocol. During training, to form an
episode, we select 1 image for the support set and another
2 images for the query set per class. During testing, we use
the same number of support/query samples in every episode
and compute the accuracy over 1000 episodes. We use the
initial learning rate 1e−4 and train over 15000 episodes.

5.3. Results

Below we evaluate our SoSN model and compare it
against state-of-the-art methods e.g., the Relation Net [34].
Omniglot. The evaluation results are shown in Table 2. De-
spite the performance on the Omniglot dataset is saturated,
our network outperforms other few-shot learning methods.
Due to saturation, we use Omniglot for basic sanity checks.
miniImagenet. Table 3 demonstrates that our method out-
performs other approaches on both evaluation protocols.
For image size of 84×84 and 5-way 1-shot experiment, our
SoSN model achieved 2.5% higher accuracy than Relation
Net [34]. Our SoSN also outperforms Prototypical Net by
0.43% accuracy on the 5-way 5-shot protocol. When we

use 224×224 images to train SoSN, the accuracies on both
protocols increase by ∼ 5% and ∼ 4%, respectively, which
illustrates that SoSN benefits from larger image sizes as its
second-order matrices, defined in Table 1, become full-rank
while the similarity net. needs no modifications. More-
over, Table 1 shows that using 3 permutations fed to single
and multiple similarity networks yields improvements by
1.8 and 2.06% for 84×84 images SoSN with no permuta-
tion. We can also observe ∼1% gain for 224×224 images.
Open MIC. Table 4 demonstrates that our SoSN model out-
performs the Relation Net [34] for all train/test subprob-
lems. For 5- and 20-Way, Relation Net scores 55.45 and
31.58%. In contrast, our SoSN scores 68.23 and 45.31%,
resp. Lastly, our SoSN+SigmE scores 69.06 and 46.53%,
respectively. Thus, our second-order relationship descriptor
with SigmE pooling is beneficial for similarity learning.

Table 5 introduces results for training/testing on the 10
source/target subproblems of Open MIC, respectively, in-
troduced in [16]. Our SoSN+SigmE outperforms Relation
Net. As this protocol measures the generalization ability of
few-shot learning methods under a large domain shift, the
average scores are ∼20% below scores in Table 4.
Power Normalization and Relationship Descriptors.
Below we discuss AsinhE vs. SigmE pooling from Re-
marks 4 and 5; the latter operator closely approximating our
statistically motivated MaxExp (±) pooling from Eq. (14)
and (15). Table 3 shows that SigmE performs ∼ 0.9% bet-
ter than AsinhE. Tables 3 and 4 show 1.2–4.5% benefit of
SigmE in SoSN(⊗)+SigmE over SoSN(⊗) without it. This
is consistent with [20] and our statistical motivations.

Relationship descriptors from Table 1 are evaluated
in Table 3: SoSN(⊗) outperforms Full Auto-correlation
SoSN(⊗+F), Auto-correlation+concat. without average
over Z support feature vectors denoted as SoSN(⊗+R), and
other variants. We expect that averaging over Z support
descriptors from Z support images removes uncertainty in
few-shot statistics while outer-products of support/query

Table 2: Evaluations on Omniglot. Refer to [34] for references to baselines listed in this table.

Model Fine 5-way accuracy 20-way accuracy
Tune 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot

Siamese Nets with Memory N 98.4% 99.6% 95.0% 98.6%
Meta Nets N 99.0% - 97.0% -
Prototypical Net N 99.8% 99.7% 96.0% 98.9%
Relation Net N 99.6± 0.2% 99.8± 0.1% 97.6± 0.2% 99.1± 0.1%
SoSN(⊗)+AsinhE, Eq. (10)+Rem. 4 N 99.7± 0.2% 99.9± 0.1% 98.2± 0.2% 99.3± 0.1%
SoSN(⊗)+SigmE, Eq. (10)+Rem. 5 N 99.8± 0.1% 99.9± 0.1% 98.3± 0.2% 99.4± 0.1%



Table 3: Evaluations on the miniImagenet dataset (5-way acc. given). Refer to [34] for references to baselines.

Model Fine Tune 1-shot 5-shot
Meta-Learn Nets N 43.44± 0.77% 60.60± 0.71%
Prototypical Net N 49.42± 0.78% 68.20± 0.66%
MAML Y 48.70± 1.84% 63.11± 0.92%
Relation Net N 50.44± 0.82% 65.32± 0.70%
SoSN(⊗+F)+SigmE, Eq. (8) N 50.57± 0.84% 65.91± 0.71%
SoSN(⊗+R)+SigmE, Eq. (9) N 52.96± 0.83% 68.58± 0.70%
SoSN(⊗) (no Power Norm.), Eq. (10) N 50.88± 0.85% 66.71± 0.67%
SoSN(⊗)+AsinhE, Eq. (10)+Remark 4 N 52.10± 0.82% 67.79± 0.69%
SoSN(⊗)+SigmE, Eq. (10)+Remark 5 N 52.96± 0.83% 68.63± 0.68%
SoSN(⊗)+Permtation+SigmE N 54.52± 0.86% 68.52± 0.69%
SoSN(⊗)+Permtation+SigmE+Multiple-similarity Net. N 54.72± 0.89% 68.67± 0.67%
SoSN(⊗)+SigmE (224×224) N 58.41± 0.87% 72.96± 0.67%
SoSN(⊗)+Permtation+SigmE (224×224) N 58.80± 0.90% 73.11± 0.71%
SoSN(⊗)+Permtation+SigmE (224×224)+Mult.-sim. Net. N 59.22± 0.91% 73.24± 0.69%

datapoints still benefit from spatially large conv. feature
maps to form robust second-order statistics. This view is
also supported by results for SoSN(⊗)+SigmE (224×224).
Permutations of Second-order Matrices. Table 3 shows
that stacking permuted second-order matrices yields up to
∼2% improvement for 1- and 5-shot learning. We expect
that, as second-order matrices contain correlation patterns
globally, this simple strategy benefits the similarity network
which uses local patches/filters in conv. layers. Appendix
B discusses results w.r.t. numbers of permuted matrices.

6. Conclusions
We have presented an end-to-end SoSN model with

second-order statistics and Power Normalization to learn
the similarity for few-shot learning. We have investigated
how to capture relations between the query and support ma-
trices; including our permutation-based representation. We
have presented a statistical take on Power Normalization
and investigated the influence of different operations/image
sizes on results. Lastly, we have introduced a one-shot
learning protocol on the challenging Open MIC dataset.
Acknowledgements. We thank CSIRO Scientific Comput-
ing, NVIDIA (GPU grant) and the China Scholarship Coun-
cil (CSC Student ID 201603170283) for their support.

Appendices
A. Deriving/Interpreting Pooling via Sigmoid

Proposition 2 and Remark 2 state that quantity 1−(1−p)N
is the probability of at least one co-occurrence being de-
tected in the pool of the N i.i.d. trials performed according
to the Bernoulli distribution with the success probability p
of event (φn∩φ′n=1) for event vectors in φ,φ′∈{0, 1}N .
Below we extend this theory to negative co-occurrences
which we interpret as two anti-correlating visual words.

Proposition 3. Assume an event vector φ∗∈ {0, 1,−1}N
constructed from event vectors φ,φ′∈ {0, 1,−1}N , which
stores the N trials performed according to the Multinomial
distribution under i.i.d. assumption, for which the probabil-
ity p of an event (φ∗=φn·φ′n=1) denotes a co-occurrence,
the probability q of an event (φ∗= φn · φ′n =−1) denotes
a negatively-correlating co-occurrence, and 1−p− q, for
(φ∗= φn · φ′n = 0) denotes the lack of the first two events,
and p is estimated as an expected value p=avgn φ

∗
n. Then

the probability of at least one co-occurrence event (φ∗=1)
minus the probability of at least one negatively-correlating
co-occurrence event (φ∗=−1) in N trials, encoded in φ∗n,
becomes:

ψ=(1−q)N−(1−p)N . (12)

Table 4: Evaluations on the Open MIC dataset (Protocol I). See our ArXiV for a challenging Prot. III (http://claret.wikidot.com).
Model L p1→p2 p1→p3 p1→p4 p2→p1 p2→p3 p2→p4 p3→p1 p3→p2 p3→p4 p4→p1 p4→p2 p4→p3
Relation Net

5
71.1±1.0 53.6±1.1 63.5±1.0 47.2±1.0 50.6±1.1 68.5±1.0 48.5±1.1 49.7±1.1 68.4±1.0 45.5±1.0 70.3±1.0 50.8±1.1

SoSN 80.8±0.9 64.3±1.1 74.9±1.1 58.8±1.1 61.2±1.1 76.9±0.9 61.3±1.1 80.8±0.9 77.2±1.0 58.2±1.1 80.1±0.9 61.6±1.1
SoSN+SigmE 81.4±0.9 65.2±1.1 75.1±1.0 60.3±1.1 62.1±1.1 77.7±0.9 61.5±1.1 82.0±1.0 78.0±1.0 59.0±1.1 80.8±1.0 62.5±1.1
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 83.9±0.9 68.9±1.1 82.1±0.9 64.7±1.1 66.6±1.1 82.2±0.9 65.5±1.1 84.5±0.8 80.6±0.8 64.6±1.1 83.6±0.8 66.0±1.1
Relation Net

20
40.1±0.5 30.4±0.5 41.4±0.5 23.5±0.4 26.4±0.5 38.6±0.5 26.2±0.4 25.8±0.4 46.3±0.5 23.1±0.4 43.3±0.5 27.7±0.4

SoSN 61.0±0.5 42.3±0.5 60.2±0.5 35.7±0.5 37.0±0.5 54.8±0.5 36.0±0.5 59.1±0.5 57.0±0.5 36.4±0.5 59.3±0.9 37.8±0.5
SoSN+SigmE 61.5±0.6 42.5±0.5 61.0±0.5 36.1±0.5 38.3±0.5 56.3±0.5 38.7±0.5 59.9±0.6 59.4±0.5 37.4±0.5 59.0±0.5 38.6±0.5
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 63.6±0.5 48.7±0.6 65.6±0.5 42.6±0.5 43.9±0.5 61.8±0.5 43.7±0.5 63.3±0.5 63.5±0.5 43.2±0.5 62.5±0.5 43.7±0.5
SoSN+SigmE 30 60.6±0.6 40.1±0.7 58.3±0.4 34.5±0.5 35.1±0.6 54.2±0.6 36.8±0.6 58.6±0.7 56.6±0.7 35.9±0.7 57.1±0.7 37.1±0.6
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 61.7±0.7 46.6±0.6 64.1±0.6 41.4±0.6 40.9±0.6 60.3±0.6 41.6±0.6 61.0±0.7 60.0±0.6 42.4±0.6 61.2±0.6 41.4±0.6
SoSN+SigmE 45 53.3±0.5 37.3±0.5 54.6±0.5 30.8±0.4 32.4±0.5 52.4±0.5 32.1±0.5 54.2±0.5 51.1±0.5 30.5±0.4 51.9±0.5 33.4±0.5
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 59.7±0.5 40.5±0.5 57.9±0.5 36.5±0.5 38.2±0.5 55.7±0.5 39.5±0.5 56.6±0.4 56.0±0.5 37.4±0.5 55.5±0.5 38.5±0.5
SoSN+SigmE 60 51.2±0.4 34.6±0.4 49.1±0.5 28.4±0.4 31.1±0.4 48.2±0.5 30.1±0.4 50.0±0.4 48.3±0.5 30.0±0.4 49.2±0.5 30.6±0.4
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 48.2±0.6 36.0±0.5 54.4±0.5 30.7±0.4 32.4±0.5 52.2±0.5 32.35±0.4 51.0±0.5 51.6±0.5 32.7±0.5 53.6±0.5 35.7±0.4
SoSN+SigmE 90 45.6±0.3 29.7±0.3 45.5±0.4 24.5±0.3 26.3±0.3 43.6±0.3 26.4±0.3 44.2±0.3 43.2±0.3 25.5±0.3 46.0±0.3 27.5±0.3
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 47.3±0.3 33.4±0.3 49.8±0.3 25.3±0.4 27.1±0.4 47.0±0.4 27.1±0.4 45.7±0.4 48.9±0.5 28.1±0.3 46.7±0.5 31.6±0.3

p1: shn+hon+clv, p2: clk+gls+scl, p3: sci+nat, p4: shx+rlc. Notation x→y means training on exhibition x and testing on y.

http://claret.wikidot.com
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Figure 3: MaxExp (±), MaxExp, and SigmE are in Figure 3a. Note that MaxExp (±) extends MaxExp to negative values and is closely
approximated by SigmE. Figure 3b: Derivatives of MaxExp (±), MaxExp, and SigmE. Figure 3c: Smooth derivative of MaxExp (±) with
the soft maximum. Figure 3d: Accuracy of SoSN+SigmE (84×84 images) w.r.t. the number P of permutation matrices (miniImageNet).

Proof. One can derive the above difference of probabilities
by directly applying the Multinomial calculus as follows:

N∑
n=1

N−n∑
n′=0

(
N

n,n′,N−n−n′−n′′
)(
pnqn

′−pn′qn
)
(1−p−q)N−n−n′. (13)

One can verify algebraically/numerically that Eq. (13) and
(12) are equivalent.

Remark 6. If we decide from the beginning that the N tri-
als contain only either co-occurrences with the event prob-
ability p = ρp′ or negatively-correlating co-occurrences
with the event probability q = (1−ρ)q′, we can set q :=
(1−ρ)max(0,−p) and p :=ρmax(0, p), which leads to:

ψ=(1−(1−ρ)max(0,−p))N− (1−ρmax(0, p))
N
, (14)

where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, −1 ≤ p ≤ 1, while ρp ≥ 0 and (1−
ρ)p < 0 encode the probability of event of co-occurrence
and negatively-correlating co-occurrence, respectively.

Remark 7. In practice, we trace-normalize M , use λ ≈
1e−6, 0<η≈N , and following Remarks 5 and 2, we have:

Ψ=G(M , η)=
(
1−(1−ρ)max(0, −M

Tr(M)+λ )
)η

−
(
1−ρmax(0, M

Tr(M)+λ )
)η
. (15)

We also apply the soft maximum funct. max(X,Y;α) =
1
α log (exp(αX) + exp(αY)) which role is to make deriva-
tives of Eq. (14) and (15) smooth. Lastly, α controls the

softness of the max function and α� η. We call the above
operator as MaxExp (±) in contrast to MaxExp in Eq. (12).

Figure 3a-c demonstrates that Eq. (14) and (15) are
closely approximated by SigmE from Eq. (4) for ρ = 0.5.
Moreover, derivative of MaxExp (±) with soft maximum is
smooth which is essential in back-propagation (non-smooth
objectives do not guarantee convergence of the majority of
optimization algorithms). As SigmE approximates closely
our MaxExp (±), we use SigmE in our experiments. We
assert that our relationship descriptors/operators ϑ benefit
from Power Normalization which, according to Prop. 3, can
detect co-occurring responses of CNN filters and discards
quantities of such responses which correlate with repeatable
visual stimuli (e.g. variable areas of textures) which other-
wise would introduce nuisance variability into representa-
tions. This nuisance variability would be further amplified
when learning e.g. pair-wise relations as pairs of images
would introduce nuisance quantities ε and ε∗ that would re-
sult in a total nuisance variability of εε∗�max(ε, ε∗).

B. Performance w.r.t. Permutation Matrices.

Figure 3d shows best results are attained for 2≤ P ≤ 5
permutation matrices (remain stable in this range). Using
even one permutation matrix (P = 2) is beneficial (P = 1
means only the original non-permuted mat. are used).

Table 5: Evaluations on the Open MIC dataset for Protocol II (asterisk ∗L′ indicates splits with the number of classes L′<L).
Model L shn hon clv clk gls scl sci nat shx rlc
Relation Net

5
43.2±1.0 49.6±1.0 49.8±1.0 62.1±1.1 59.3±1.0 51.5±1.0 45.9±1.0 54.8±1.0 71.1±1.0 72.0±1.0

SoSN 60.3±1.1 62.6±1.1 60.5±1.1 72.9±1.1 74.3±1.1 72.3±1.0 53.4±1.1 68.0±1.1 77.0±1.0 78.4±1.0
SoSN+SigmE 61.5±1.1 63.6±1.1 61.7±1.1 74.5±1.2 74.9±1.1 72.9±1.0 54.2±1.0 68.9±1.1 78.0±1.0 79.1±1.0
Relation Net

20
20.8±0.4 25.7±0.4 26.1±0.4 34.3±0.4 35.5±0.5 18.4±0.3 18.6±0.3 32.8±0.5 51.8±0.5 48.2±0.5

SoSN 36.3±0.5 36.4±0.5 33.3±0.4 48.5±0.5 54.3±0.5 54.1±0.5 24.8±0.4 44.0±0.5 59.5±0.5 54.2±0.5
SoSN+SigmE 37.4±0.5 37.5±0.5 34.9±0.4 49.6±0.5 55.2±0.5 55.5±0.5 25.1±0.4 45.3±0.5 61.9±0.5 56.6±0.5
Relation Net

30
18.1±0.3 21.1±0.3 23.2±0.3 27.0±0.3 31.8±0.4 12.8±0.2 12.4±0.2 27.1±0.3 40.6±0.4 41.0±0.4

SoSN 34.2±0.4 35.2±0.4 32.7±0.3 46.7±0.4 51.0±0.4 52.2±0.4 20.3±0.3 39.9±0.4 56.7±0.4 51.0±0.4
SoSN+SigmE 35.5±0.4 36.0±0.4 33.5±0.3 47.7±0.5 52.3±0.4 53.0±0.3 21.1±0.3 40.8±0.4 58.3±0.4 52.7±0.5
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 41.4±0.6 39.4±0.7 37.2±0.6 51.3±0.7 53.4±0.7 59.0±0.6 23.3±0.5 46.7±0.7 59.8±0.6 55.4±0.6
SoSN+SigmE 45 34.1±0.5 33.4±0.4 (∗39) 29.2±0.5 45.2±0.5 48.5±0.5 49.6±0.5 (∗42) 19.2±0.4 (∗36) 38.0±0.5 54.1±0.6 49.3±0.5
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 34.9±0.4 34.5±0.4 30.7±0.5 50.5±0.5 39.9±0.6 50.6±0.5 20.1±0.4 41.9±0.5 54.6±0.5 52.1±0.5
SoSN+SigmE 60 30.0±0.4 - 25.5±0.4 42.6±0.5 46.6±0.4 - - 37.5±0.4 51.3±0.5 46.6±0.4
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 34.5±0.4 28.3±0.4 47.9±0.5 47.4±0.5 37.9±0.3 52.0±0.4 47.4±0.4
SoSN+SigmE 90 26.4±0.3 (∗78) - 24.6±0.3 (∗80) 41.8±0.3 39.2±0.3 - - 33.0±0.3 49.4±0.5 39.5±0.3
SoSN+SigmE+224x224 33.2±0.3 27.5±0.3 44.5±0.3 40.2±0.3 34.6±0.3 50.4±0.6 42.6±0.3

Training on source images and testing on target images for every exhibition, respectively.
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Figure 4: Behavior of distributions in our model.

C. Understanding Power Normalization for
pairs of features from Query (Q) and Sup-
port(S) matrices.

In what follows, we explain why Power Normalization
is particularly useful for modeling relationship descriptors.
Stacked second-order query and support matrices M (Q)

andM (S) are passed to the similarity learning network. For
simplicity, assume that 1×1 convolutional operator performs
now convolution on the representation

[
M (Q);3M

(S)
]

(matrices stacked along the third mode). In what follows,
we assume that some feature values follow some distribu-
tion (presence) or another distribution (absence). The fea-
tures are given for both M (Q)

ij ≥ 0 and M (S)
ij ≥ 0 for some

chosen i, j fixed throughout experiments. We will use oper-
ator MaxExp(±), or more specifically its non-negative vari-
ant MaxExp (only the non-negative slope is needed for our
explanations) instead of SigmE but as these two have almost
identical profiles, this does not influence our considerations.

Figure 4a shows that we have two Gaussian distributions
modeling presence of a visual feature in the matrix ‘(+)’
and its absence ‘(-)’. Note that two distributions overlap
partially which means that the positive and negative classes
(feature presence vs. absence) are not linearly separable.
Thus, some classification error in separating these two dis-
tributions is expected.

Figure 4b shows that applying MaxExp(±) such that
ψij = 1 − (1 − Mij)

η , where η = 10, results in a more
concentrated peak for the positive distribution ‘(+)’. Note
that its variance is smaller compared to the variance in Fig-
ure 4a. The small variance of distribution of ‘(+)’ makes it
easier for the classifier to separate ‘(+)’ from ‘(-)’.

Figure 4c models convolution of
[
M (Q);3M

(S)
]

with a

1×1 CNN filter so that we obtain ψij = w1M
(Q)
ij +w2M

(S)
ij ,

where w1 and w2 are filter weights modeling the influence
of two channels. For simplicity, we assume that the net-
work learns the sum (or average) so that w1 = w2 = 1.
Note that while we know which features come from ‘(+)’
and ‘(-)’ distributions, this information is not available to
the network as the presence or absence of a visual feature
is defined by latent processes of the network. Therefore,
we combine distributions ‘(+)’ and ‘(-)’ of the query and
source features to obtain ‘(+)+(+)’ and ‘(-)+(-)’. However,
we also have to model combinations of the query and source
features for which they come from the opposite distribu-
tions. Thus, we obtain ‘2(+)+(-)’ distribution. As Figure 4c
shows, ‘2(+)+(-)’ overlaps with both ‘(+)+(+)’ and ‘(-)+(-
)’ causing ambiguity. This means the similarity learning
network may struggle to decide if both source and query
representations contain the same visual feature.

Figure 4d redeems the ambiguity caused by a mere con-
volution on stacked

[
M (Q);3M

(S)
]

by the use on Power
Normalization. Note that due to the ability of MaxExp(±)
to concentrate energy of the strongest responses into dis-
tinct peaks, if both M (Q)

ij and M (S)
ij are Power Normalized

first and then convolved with our 1×1 filter, the resulting
‘(+)+(+)’ is highly separable from ‘2(+)+(-)’ and ‘(-)+(-)’.

The property of MaxExp(±) to reduce variance of the
feature presence distribution ‘(+)’ is preserved for linear op-
erators such as convolution (so this variance remains low
for say 3×3 convolution too). Of course, in practice, our
network learns unconstrained w1 and w2 but the same rea-
soning applies in case of varying weights.

D. Additional Evaluations on Open MIC.

In Figure 5, we present additional evaluations on the
Open MIC dataset w.r.t. value L of 1-shot L-way learn-
ing protocol. We demonstrate that our proposed protocol
is challenging to one- and few-shot learning approaches
especially when L exceeds 20. This makes the proposed
protocol and Open MIC perfect candidates to stimulate re-
search in one- and few-shot learning. We also note that
(i) SoSN outperforms the baseline Relation Net by a large
margin and (ii) SoSN+SigmE is always better than SoSN
(we do not tune parameters of SigmE here but keep one
value fixed throughout experiments–thus we expect further
improvements if this parameter was to be cross-validated).
Open MIC has large variability of exhibit appearances (dif-
ferent sizes, viewpoints, rotations, extreme scale changes,
etc.), texture variability, clutter, and significant background
variations which elevates feature variance that needs to
be reduced for query-support pairs. We observed that
miniImagenet dataset has a lesser variability for repeatable
stimuli (smaller variance).
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Figure 5: Open MIC. Accuracy w.r.t. L-way for L = {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25} for splits (from let to right following from top to bottom)
p1→ p2, p1→ p3, p1→ p4, p2→ p1, p2→ p3 and p2→ p4. Kindly note that some scores might have been updated to somewhat higher
accuracy in the main tables after we performed additional cross-validations. Nonetheless, the above plots show important relative trends.
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